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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1962, Gross introduced the concept of measurable norm [3]. It was the 
starting point of the successive research concerning the abstract Wiener 
space, which produced many remarkable results in the field of Gauss cylin 
drical measures [4,5]. In 1971, Dudley et al. introduced another 
measurability of norms [2]. This gives one solution for the radonification 
problem with respect to general cylindrical measures. These two notions of 
measurability are very significant. 
Recently the author has been interested in the relation between these two 
measurabilities and showed that they coincide with each other for every 
rotationally invariant cylindrical measure [6]. And also, Badrikian and 
Chevet have offered the following question [ l]. 
“Do these two concepts ~J’measurability coincide with each other for every 
cylindrical measure?” 
This problem will be solved negatively. In this paper, we shall show an 
example which answers the above question. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space over the field R,X’ its 
topological dual, (., a) the natural pairing between X and X’ and g(X) the 
Bore1 u-algebra of X. Let {<i ,..., &,} be a finite system of elements of X’. 
Then by E we denote the operator from X into R” mapping x onto the vector 
((x, cl),..., (x, <,,)). ‘A set Z CX is said to be a cylindrical set if there are 
r I ,..., <, E X’ and B E S(R”) such that Z = B l(B). Let %?’ denote the 
collection of all cylindrical sets of X. 
A map p from @* into [O, 1 ] is called a cyZindrica1 measure if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(1) NW= 1; 
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(2) Restrict ,U to the u-algebra of cylindrical sets which are generated 
by a fixed finite system of functionals. Then each such restriction is coun- 
tably additive. 
By putting ,u I,. . .r,w =P(z-‘W) each cylindrical measure ,U defines a 
family of Bore1 probability measures. 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with a norm 1.1, FD(H) the family 
of all finite-dimensional subspaces of H, p a cylindrical measure on H and 
p(a) a continuous semi-norm on H. 
2.1. DEFINITION (GROSS 131). We say that p(.) is p-measurable by 
projections if for every E > 0, there exists G E FD(H) such that 
&‘V, n F + F1) > 1 - E whenever FE FD(H) and F I G, where N, = {x E H: 
p(x) < E) and F’ is the orthogonal complement of F. 
The above notion was introduced by Gross. We call p(.) to be 
“measurable by projections” in distinction from the next definition. 
2.2. DEFINITION (DUDLEY-FELDMAN-LE CAM [2]). A continuous semi- 
norm p(s) is said to be ,u-measurable if for every E > 0 there exists 
GE FD(H) such that ,Q,(N,) + F’) > 1 -E whenever FE FD(H) and 
F 1 G, where PF is the orthogonal projection of H onto F. 
It is easy to see that if p(a) is p-measurable by projections, then it is p- 
measurable. Let E be the Banach space obtained from H by means of p(e) 
and i be the canonical map from H into E. If p(a) is p-measurable, then the 
image of ,U under the map i, write i(u), is countably additive on (E, V’), i.e., 
i(u) is extensible to a Radon probability measure on E, and vice versa 
(cf. 121). A Radon probability measure means a Bore1 probability measure 
with inner regularity (see [7]). If p(C) =p(u(C)) whenever C is a cylindrical 
set of H and u is a unitary operator of H, p is said to be rotationally 
invariant. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM [6]. Let ,u be a rotationally invariant cylindrical measure on H 
and p(.) be a continuous semi-norm. Then p(a) is ,u-measurable if and only zf 
p(.) is p-measurable by projections. 
3. EXAMPLE 
Here we shall show a counterexample to the problem in Section 1, which 
has been offered by Badrikian and Chevet [ 11. We shall construct a cylin- 
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drical measure ,U and a continuous norm p(.) defined on 1’ satisfying that 
p(.) is p-measurable but it is not ,u-measurable by projections. 
(I) Construction of p 
Let us consider the space (I*)*, i.e., the algebraic dual of l*, equipped with 
its weak topology o((/*)*, f’). Let I be an algebraic basis of 1’ containing 
{en}n=1,2 ,..,, where e, is the nth unit vector (0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,... ). We denote by 
(., .) the natural pairing of (I*)* and 1’. Let a be the element of (I*)* such 
that (a, e,) = 1 for n = 1, 2 ,..., and (a, e,) = 0 if e, E Z\{e,},=,,, ,,,.. We have 
the Dirac measure 6, on (f’)* concentrated at a, and then we can induce the 
cylindrical measure on Z* by a,, denote it by ,u. 
Remark. Let X be a Banach space and v be a cylindrical measure on 
X’* equipped with its weak topology o(X’*, X’). For any finite system 
(<, ,..., <,) c X’, let E be the operator from X’ * into R” as in Section 2, and 
also let S’ be the operator from X into R” as in Section 2. Let Z = E”-‘(A) 
and 2’ = (E’)-‘(A), where A E 9(R “). Define v’(Z’) = v(Z). Thus we have 
the cylindrical measure v’ on X. We say that v’ is the cylindrical measure on 
X induced by v. 
(II) Construction ofp(.) 
Let {A,,} be the sequence of non-negative real numbers such that lzrn = 0 
for m = 1, 2 ,..., A,,,-, > 0 for m = 1, 2 ,..., and the sequence {3L2m-,}m=,,2 ,,,, 
is increasingly monotone and tends to co as m + 03. Let r be the convex 
hull of the set {&,(e, + .. - + e,): IZ = 1, 2,...}, B the open unit ball of I* and 
U = r + B. It is obvious that U is open, convex, absorbing and circled. We 
denote by p(x) the gauge of (I at x E I*. It is also clear that p(s) is a 
continuous norm defined on 12. 
(III) p(.) is p-Measurable 
ProoJ Let E be the completion of f* with respect to the norm p(.), E’ the 
topological dual of E, j the canonical inclusion map of l* into E and j* its 
conjugate operator. Also we denote by (., .) the inner product of I* and by 
(., -)E the natural pairing of E and E’. 
First of all, we shall show that 
a vanishes on j*(E’). (3.1) 
Recall that a is the non-zero linear form on I*. 
Let y E E’ be given. We have to show that (a,j*(y)) = 0. It is sufficient to 
prove only the case that j*(y) is a linear combination of a finite system of 
&mm of kln=1.2,... . Suppose that j*(y) = x9=, A, e,, where 
A i ,..., A, E R. Let us define the sequence {~~}~=i,~ ,,.. in i* as follows: 
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1 x =e,, 
x2=e,+e2+e,, 
xm=e,+e2+..-+e,,-,, 
Since (xm, ek) = 1 for m > (k + 1)/2, we have (x”,j*(Y>) = 
(xm, Cz= i A,e,) = CT=, A, for all m > N. Therefore we have (j(x”‘),~)~ = 
CT=, A, for all m > N. Thus, 
py(xm),Y)E = : A,. 
n=, 
On the other hand, we have ,4 zm-,~m E U, and thenp(x”‘) < l/1,,-, . The 
assumption lim,,, ,l,,,- i = co implies that lim,,, p(x”) = 0. Thus we 
have lim ,+,j(x”)=O in E. Therefore, the fact (3.2) shows that 
C;=lAn=O. Th is means that (a,j*(y)) = 0. Then we conclude (3.1). 
Let i be the canonical map of (I*)* into E’*. The fact (3.1) implies that 
i(a) = 0 and the image of 6, under the map i is the Dirac measure 6, on E’*. 
Therefore, the image of p under the map j is extensible to 6, on E. Thus j@) 
is countably additive on (E, gE). It follows that p(s) is p-measurable. 1 
(IV) p(.) is not p-Measurable by Projections 
ProoJ It is sufficient to show that 
there exists a positive number E, satisfying that for any 
G E FD(1*) there exists FE FD(1*) such that 
p(q,UfTF+FL)=O and FIG. (3.3) 
Let 0 < q, < l/6 be given. Take an arbitrary subspace G E FD(I*). Let us 
choose an orthonormal basis of G and denote it by {<j)j=,,...,,. We can 
express that <j = Cz, a{ei, where a{ E R for j = l,..., n and i = 1, 2 ,... . We 
have the following matrix A with rank it. 
i 
1 a, 1 ... a, I ..- a,+, 
A=; ; i 
a; n . . . a, . . . n antm 
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Choose N > n + m. The next equation has its solution in R”‘“. 
. (3.4) 
Since lim i~oo ai = 0 (j = l,..., n), we have the following. 
For any 6 > 0, we can (and do) take a positive integer N (> n + m) so 
large such that the Eq. (3.4) has the solution xi = v, ,..., x,+, = vnirn 
satisfying that 
And also, we can (and do) take a number 6 > 0 in (3.5) satisfying that 
91+“‘+vn+m+ 1 1 
(rl,)* + ..* + (q”+,)* + 1 > 2’ 
(3.6) 
Let z= vie, + a-f + q,,,e,+, + eZNt,. It is easy to see that (5, rj) = 0 for 
j = l,..., n. Let F be the l-dimensional subspace of l* generated by t. Clearly, 
F 1 G. Setting 4 = 7//l t/I, where /I. 1) is the norm of i2 induced by m, we 
obtain 
~~~~>=~~~~>lll~ll=~rll+~~~+rl,t,+~~lIl~ll. (3.7) 
Put by u the right-hand side of (3.7). To prove (3.3), we have to show that 
u# 65 E, U, because ,u~ = dca,)). Recall that ,u$ means ,D 0 4-l. Suppose that 
u# E &,,U. We have u# =X + Y such that X E EJ and YE coB. Since 
X, YE 12, we can express X = 22 i X,e, and Y = x2, Y,e, (Xi, Yi E R for 
i = 1, 2 ,... ). Since u# = X + Y, we have X2, + Y,, = 0 and X2,, , + Y2,V+ , = 
(VI + ... + rntm + l)/)lr[l* > l/2. The fact XE sOr implies that X2, = 
X 2N+, . Therefore, 
Krl, + **a + vntm + 1~/11~112 - Ymt I I 
=l~2NtII=I~2NI=I~2NI~~O~b’ 
On the other hand, by (3.6) we have 
I~r,+~~~+~“t,+~>/ll~l12-~2Nt,/~~/~-/~2NtII~f’ 
This contradicts (3.8). Thus we complete the proof of (3.3). 1 
(3.8) 
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APPENDIX 
Here, we shall add some results about the relation between continuous 
norms and cylindrical measures on a Hilbert space. 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space. The following result is well 
known (cf. [7]). 
(*) For every cylindrical measure ,u on H which is of type 0 (it will be 
explained later), there exists a continuous norm p(.) defined on H such that 
p(e) is p-measurable and E is also a Hilbert space, where E is the completion 
of H with respect to p(.). 
Remark. Let G be the collection of all closed balls of H. We say that ZI 
is of type 0 if for any E > 0 there exists a ball B E G such that ,ut(<(B)) > 
1 - E for all < E H. 
Conversely, we have the following: 
(* *) Given a continuous norm p(e), which is not the original one, on H, 
there exists a cylindrical measure ,u on H such that p(.) is pmeasurable and 
,u is not a Radon probability measure on H. Also, for p(+), there exists a 
cylindrical measure v on H such that p(.) is not v-measurable. 
Proof. Let E be the completion of H with respect to p(o) and i the 
canonical map of H into E. Let a be a non-zero linear form on H which 
vanishes on i*(E’). Then a is an element of H* whose image under the 
canonical map H* + E’* is zero. The Dirac measure 6, on H* defines a 
cylindrical measure p on H, and since the image measure of 6, on E’ * is 6,,, 
the image of p on E is also 8,. Thus we can say that p(.) is p-measurable. 
Clearly, ZJ is not a Radon probability measure on H. 
Now we shall show the latter half. Using the similar technique in the 
above, we have easily the desired cylindrical measure v on H. But here we 
shall try to choose another cylindrical measure which is not a Radon 
probability measure even on E’ *. 
Let Z be an uncountable index set and consider R’. The dual of R’ is the 
direct sum R(I), and the product topology on R’ coincides with the weak 
topology a(R’, R”‘). For each I E Z let ,I, be a probability on R such that the 
support of A, is all of R. For each finite subset .Z of Z let A, be the probability 
6) ,EJ A, on RJ. Thus we have a cylindrical measure ;1 on R’ (cf. 171). 
Let L be an algebraic basis of E’ and M be the algebraic basis of H 
containing the set i*(L). Obviously, L and M are uncountable. If the set Z is 
equipotent with M, then the algebraic dual H* is isomorphic to R’, hence 
there exists by the above considerations the cylindrical measure on H* 
equipped with the weak topology o(H*, H), denote it by p. As in the 
preceding section, we have the cylindrical measure on H induced by p, 
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denote it by I’. We have to show that i(v) is not extensible to a Radon 
probability measure on E. Assume that i(v) is extensible to a Radon -._ 
probability measure i(v) on E. We can consider i(v) to be a cylindrical -- 
measure on E’ * (equipped with the weak topology a@’ *, I?‘)), and also i(v) 
to be a Radon probability measure on E’ *. Let K be a compact subset of 
E’“. For every e, E L, we denote by K, the projection of K under the 
functional e, to R. If J is a finite subset of L and x5 is the projection from 
E’* onto RJ {we consider J to be a index set), then we have 
~J(~(v))(~cJ(K)) < 1 1 U(v)),,(K,). 
C”EJ 
Since K is compact, we have 
K = f) n; ‘(nJ(K)), 
J 
and therefore 
i(v)(K) = i:f i(v)(n; ‘(n,(K)) = i:f zJ(i(v))(nJ(K)), 
and this last quantity is zero since (i(v)),(K,) < 1 for each e, E L and L is 
uncountable. Thus r:(vj(K) = 0 f or every compact subset K of E’ * and 
therefore i(v)(E’*) = 0. Thus we have the contradiction, and so we have the 
desired result. i 
The following question is still open. 
“For each cylindrical measure, does there exist a continuous norm which 
is measurable (in the sense of Gross or Dudley-Feldman-Le Cam) with 
respect to this cylindrical measure?” 
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